Numerical simulations of an experimental apparatus consisting of an 8×8 square array of heater rods within an aluminum enclosure are used to model a Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) fuel assembly. The total heat generation rate is varied from 100W to 500W and the enclosure wall temperature is set at 325°C. The void is filled with air and simulations are run at atmospheric pressure, low pressure (500 Pa) and without cover gas (total vacuum). Low pressure simulations at 500 Pa are run with two models, the first assumes a continuum heat transfer regime in the cover gas, and the second includes a noncontinuum temperature jump on the surfaces of the rods and enclosure wall. A contact resistance is used to simulate a temperature jump on all inner surfaces of the model.
INTRODUCTION
Spent nuclear fuel assemblies are composed of a square array of heat-generating fuel rods that can vary from 7×7 to 9×9 for BWR and from 14×14 to 18×18 for pressurized water reactor (PWR) assemblies [1] . The fuel rods are made of stacked UO2 pellets housed in a zircaloy cladding tube. The square arrays are supported by several grid spacers located along the length of the assemblies. Both BWRs and PWRs may have nonheated guide tubes or instrument tubes within the array. Typical array dimension are of 15.2 cm square section for BWR and 22.4 cm for PWR with assembly lengths of approximately 3.6 m [1] .
After being removed from reactor operation, the UO2 pellets continue to generate heat. The amount of heat generated depends on the reactor burn-up and the post-reactor pool cooling time. The assemblies are stored on-site in water cooling pools after being removed from a reactor. After a cooling period, they are removed from the pools and placed in casks for dry storage or transport away from reactor sites. In storage and transport casks, individual fuel assemblies are supported within square cross section basket openings inside the cask containment volume [2] . The containment region is typically filled with a non-oxidizing cover gas (e.g., helium or nitrogen) at pressures above atmospheric before shipment.
Before being filled with a cover gas, the containment region and assemblies are vacuum dried. This is done to prevent corrosion of the fuel rod cladding and cask materials [3] . Vacuum drying is accomplished by lowering the cover gas pressure to 5 mbar [3] . This pressure level is held for 30 minutes and results in increased temperatures within the cask [3] . In some cases the casks are subjected to several cycles of vacuum drying and purging with a non-oxidizing gas until all of the moisture is removed [4] . The fuel cladding however, must not exceed its integrity temperature limit of 400°C [5] .
Numerical models can be used to determine cladding temperatures during the drying process. Currently, the drying process is modeled by setting thermal conduction to zero in all of the voids. However, this does not consider the conduction heat transfer present within the voids in the low pressure rarefied medium [3] .
In any gas that is bounded by a solid wall, there is always a temperature difference or jump between a gas and the solid [6] . At normal pressures, the temperature jump is negligible when compared with the overall temperature difference within the gas itself. Therefore, under normal conditions, a gas restricted by a solid surface can be accurately modeled with a boundary condition of T g = Tw, where T g is the temperature of the gas at the surface and T w is the surface temperature [7] . However, when the pressure is lowered to levels of rarefaction, the temperature of the gas at the surface, T g , is not necessarily the same as T w .
If the gas molecule mean free path becomes comparable to the characteristic length of the geometry it is called a rarefied gas [7] . In order to quantify the level of rarefaction, the Knudsen Number (Kn) [3, 6] is defined as:
In this expression, λ is the mean free path and L C is the characteristic length of the region occupied by the gas. L C is easily defined in simple geometries such as the distance between parallel plates, or the diameters of spheres and cylinders. However, in complex geometries such as an 8×8 array, L C is not well established. The mean free path can be calculated by:
where k is the Boltzmann constant, P is the local pressure, T is the local temperature, and d is the diameter of the molecules [3] . From equation (2) , it is clear that when the pressure is lowered and/or the temperature is increased, the mean free path can grow to a size that is comparable to a characteristic length, L C . When λ ~ L C the molecules of gas interacting with each other no longer behave as a continuum, but instead exhibit characteristics of their coarse molecular structure [8] . This is because when a molecule travels it must collide with many other molecules in order to reach thermal equilibrium with the surrounding particles. Under rarified conditions, the molecules do not meet enough times to reach thermal equilibrium with other gas molecules near the wall. Therefore there is an abrupt change of temperature from the surface to the gas [9] . A particle that leaves the surface at the same temperature as the surface must travel many mean free paths in order to reach thermal equilibrium. This distance is negligible at normal pressures when λ << L C , but becomes increasingly significant when pressure is reduced and λ ~ L C [9] .
When Kn < 0.01 gas rarefaction can be neglected and the gas may be modeled as a continuum [7] . At these conditions, the heat transfer and fluid dynamics can be accurately modeled with the Navier-Stokes and Energy equations with non-slip boundary conditions at the walls. However, when Kn > 0.01 the fluid exhibits rarefaction and the Boltzmann kinetic equation must be applied to accurately model the gas. A numerical solution of the Boltzmann equation is computationally intensive [7] . However if the gas is in the region of 0.01< Kn < 0.1 the flow regime is considered at a level of slight rarefaction [8] . In such cases the gas density is slightly less that the density of a continuum flow. Therefore the Navier-Stokes and Energy equations can still be applied in the gas region, but the gas rarefaction must be taken into account at the walls using the temperature jump boundary condition [3, 7, 8] . This flow regime is called slip flow and the temperature of the gas at the wall surface can be determined from:
where q″ is the heat flux normal to the surface directed away from the gas, µ is the dynamic viscosity of the gas, m is the molecular mass of the gas, and ζ T is the Temperature Jump Coeffcient (TJC) calculated applying the Boltzmann Equation to the Knudsen Layer [7] .
Once the ζ T is known, then the temperature jump boundary condition in equation (2) can be used to model the temperature jump at the gas/wall interface. ζ T is defined as ( )Pr
where α is the gas/surface accommodation coefficient, γ is the gas specific heat ratio, Pr is the gas Prandtl number, κ is the thermal conductivity of the gas, and c P is the specific heat at constant pressure [7] .
The temperature jump boundary condition has been used in thermal characterization of a cask to study the effects of low pressures in simple annular regions between the support basket and the cask [3] . However, to our knowledge, the complex geometry of a square rod array within a shielding channel has not been studied.
The goal of this work is to determine if the temperature jump method can be used in computational fluid dynamic (CFD) models to accurately predict cladding temperatures of spent fuel assemblies at vacuum drying conditions. In order to do this, a mock-up experiment of an 8×8 heated rod array in a vacuum chamber has been designed. These experiments will use an 8×8 heater rod array within an isothermal enclosure to simulate conditions in which BWR fuel is near its cladding integrity limit (Tw = 400°C) at pressures levels of vacuum drying (5 mbar). Four numerical models of the experimental geometry with different pressure conditions have been constructed to compare results with the experiment. These models are a 1 ATM model, a 500 Pa model that assumes continuum conditions for temperatures at the gas/solid interface, a 500 Pa model that includes a temperature jump at the gas/solid interface using equation (3), and a model that has a total vacuum and considers only radiation between interior surfaces.
Experiments and CFD simulations of heat transfer in a mock-up of an 8×8 BWR assembly have been conducted in the past [10] . They used an 8×8 rod array placed within an aluminum enclosure to simulate a BWR assembly within a shielding channel. Numerical simulations were compared with experimental results to benchmark the FLUENT CFD code.
However, these experiments and simulations were limited to thermal conditions at atmospheric pressure.
The CFD models in this work are based on the current experiment design. This design includes 61 cm long heater rods that will be housed in an aluminum enclosure. This length is smaller than the typical 3.6 m length of a fuel assembly, but it is representative of the distance between consecutive grid spacers [1] . Tests will be run at uniform wall temperatures up to 325°C because the current experimental design is bounded by the temperature limit of the seal used to maintain near vacuum conditions within experimental vacuum chamber. These experiments may exhibit a temperature jump at the walls of both the heater rods and the enclosure.
Four numerical pressure models will simulate the heat transfer conditions of the current experiment. These models will be run with heat generated within the array from 164 W/m to 820 W/m. In the experiment, these heat loads are equivalent to 100 W to 500 W for a 61 cm heated length. For the 3.6 m length of an actual BWR assembly they are equivalent to total heat loads of 472 W to 2360 W with a peaking factor of 1.25.
In this report, the results obtained from the four CFD pressure models are compared in order to establish what heat transfer mechanisms are important. They are also used to show illustrate the differences when using various assumptions when modeling vacuum drying of spent nuclear fuel assemblies.
NOMENCLATURE

ATM
Atmospheric COMPUTATIONAL METHODS Figure 1 shows the cross-section of the experimental 8×8 heater rod array. The rods are made up of a compressed MgO core surrounded by an Incoloy tube sheath. The rod array is centered within an aluminum enclosure. The void between the rods is filled with air cover gas. There are sixty-four heater rods, each 1.1 cm in diameter and with a 61 cm heated length. The heaters are arranged in a square pattern with center-tocenter pitch spacing of 1.45 cm. The enclosure is a square section tube of 11.8 cm inner width. Heat is assumed to be generated within the MgO core uniformly. The total heat generation of the array, Q, is varied from 100W to 500W and the enclosure wall temperature is set to 325°C in order to simulate conditions of the experiment. Figure 2 shows a detail of the two-dimensional mesh based on the geometry of the experimental apparatus. The full mesh consists of 46,592 elements. This meshing scheme was used in the past and mesh independence was verified [11] . The simulations presented in this study were run using the commercial FLUENT 6.3.26 code. FLUENT is a CFD software that solves for conservation of mass, momentum, and energy in a domain with given boundary conditions using a finite-volume method. The governing equations are solved with double precision. The steady state solver is used and a second-order upwind scheme is used for solving the mass, momentum and energy equations. Buoyancy-induced flow is generated by adding the acceleration due to gravity; g = 9.8 m/s 2 in the -y direction. Pressure and temperature-dependent density of the cover gas is considered by modeling it as an ideal fluid. Pressure-velocity coupling is solved for using the SIMPLE method. Radiative heat transfer is solved for gray diffuse surfaces using the discrete ordinates method with a second-order upwind scheme. The values of surface emissivity are ε = 0.8 for the heater rod (specified by the manufacturer) and an estimated value of ε = 0.5 for the aluminum walls.
The meshed model in Fig. 2 is initially used to simulate the heat transfer of the experimental mock-up at atmospheric pressure of 1 ATM. This model is referred to as the 1 ATM model. In this case the heat transfer is characterized by a cover gas that behaves as a continuum.
A second model at 500 Pa is run neglecting any temperature jump on the walls and assuming that the air continues to behave as a continuum at the gas/solid interfaces. This second model is referred to as the 500 Pa model. Using equation (2) , lowering the pressure to 500 Pa at 325°C, with an equivalent spherical diameter of 3.72 Angstrom, the mean free path of the air molecules is λ = 2.7×10 -5 m [12] . The characteristic length considered for this geometry is the smallest distance that a particle will travel between two walls. Therefore, L C = 3.35 mm is the shortest distance between the surfaces of the outermost rods and the enclosure wall (Fig. 1) . Figure 3 shows that, for the experimental mock-up conditions, air cover gas is expected to exhibit a continuum flow regime at Kn = 0.008, that is near slip flow conditions. Fig. 3 also shows argon, nitrogen and helium cover gases. Like air, argon is not in a slip flow regime at 500 Pa whereas nitrogen and helium exhibit rarefied flow behavior at 500 Pa. However, as stated earlier, a temperature jump is always present at the gas/solid interface. The reference value of Kn = 0.01 that separates continuum and slip flow regimes is based on assumptions on the characteristic length in simple geometries and not the complex geometry of the 8×8 array. Moreover, equation (3) is independent of λ and L C and therefore can be determined in any flow regime. For air at Kn = 0.008 the temperature jump is expected to be small when compared to total temperature differences in the domain. However, in an 8×8 array the heat traveling through successive rods may pass through several gas/solid surface interfaces and therefore a small temperature jump can have a cumulative effect on overall temperatures. The analyst must decide whether the temperature difference obtained with equation (3) is negligible or not with respect to the overall temperature difference in the domain.
A third model is run at 500 Pa using the temperature jump described in equation (3) on the surfaces of the rods and the enclosure. This model is referred to as the 500 Pa-T j model. For air at T = 300 K against an aluminum wall, α ~ 0.87-0.95 for polished aluminum and α = 0.95-0.97 for machined aluminum [8] . An estimated value of α = 0.95 is used in this work. Using equation (4) with air cover gas at T = 300 K, γ = 1.4 and Pr~0.71 the TJC is ζ T = 1.609.
Results from the three models are also compared to a final model in which the thermal conduction of the cover gas is set to near zero (numerically 1×10 -8 W/mK) and therefore conduction in the gas is neglected. This model is referred to as the Void model and will only solve for radiative heat transfer between surfaces.
Temperature Jump Model
To include the temperature jump in the 500 Pa-T j numerical CFD model, the transport equation for the Knudsen slip layer from equation (3) allow for a temperature dependent contact resistance. Therefore, for each heat load, the area weighted average of wall temperatures is used for T w in equation (6) . Figure 4 shows temperature contour and streamline results for the 1 ATM model. Although buoyancy induced recirculation is present the model, it exhibits almost no upward displacement of the central hot region. The 500 Pa and 500 Pa-T j models exhibit similar temperature contours and streamlines as the 1 ATM model but different maximum temperatures and lower flow speeds. Figure 5 shows maximum speeds (velocity magnitudes) of the three different models which include natural convection in the cover gas; 1 ATM, 500 Pa and 500 Pa-T j . The Void model is not shown because it neglects convection in the cover gas. Fig.  5 shows that the 1 ATM the model exhibits gas speeds that are two orders of magnitude higher than the models at 500 Pa. Speeds for the 1 ATM model range from 0.7 to 2.4 cm/s. The increase in speed is non-linear with respect to heat load due to increasing effects of radiative heat transfer. Both the 500 Pa and 500 Pa-T j models exhibit very small speeds ranging from 3.2×10 -3 cm/s to 1.3 ×10 -3 cm/s. Figure 6 shows temperature profiles along the vertical lines running through the center of the outer-most and centermost columns of the domain. The locations for the lines are shown as vertical dashed lines in Fig. 1 and marked A and B respectively. Temperatures along the lines are shown for the 500 Pa model and the 500 Pa-T j model at 500 W. Both profiles exhibit small temperature gradients in the solid regions and large temperature gradients in the gas. In both models, temperature profiles peak at the mid-height with almost no upwards displacement (in +y) due to natural convection. This is because radiative heat transfer dominates at high temperatures, making buoyancy effects negligible. The inclusion of a temperature jump, however, results in an increase in temperatures at the boundaries between each wall and the surrounding cover gas. The temperature jump at interfaces between the rod surfaces and gas at two locations are indicated in Fig. 6 . As expected, individual temperature jumps are small when compared to the total temperature difference from the maximum to the outer walls. However, in a rod column, there are many gas/solid transitions therefore there is a cumulative effect of successive temperature jumps which result in a measurably higher total temperature difference. Figure 7 shows results for maximum to wall temperature difference, ∆T MAX = T MAX -T w . Results are shown for the four models at heat loads ranging from 100W to 500W. ∆T MAX increases with the heat load for all cases. The increase in ∆T MAX is not linear because at higher temperatures radiation becomes dominant. Results for simulations with the 1 ATM model are nearly the same as for the 500 Pa model, because the effects of natural convection are minimal in both cases and the thermal conductivity of air is not strongly affected by the pressure. Also, 73-75% of the total heat evacuated from the model is transferred by radiation. When the temperature jump boundary condition is added to the model at 500 Pa, there is a significant increase in ∆T MAX . The Void model which neglects all conduction in the cover gas predicts significantly higher temperatures than the continuum and slip models because it neglects conduction in the cover gas. Figure 8 shows the ratios of ∆T MAX between the 500 Pa, 500 Pa-T j and Void models, to the ∆T MAX from the 1ATM model. Results show that the 500 Pa model consistently underpredicts ∆T MAX by 0.1%. However, when a temperature jump is added, the 500 Pa-T j model consistently over-predicts ∆T MAX by 7.0%. The Void model over-predicts ∆T MAX by 19.1% to 13.7% at 100W to 500 W respectively.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The drying process for spent nuclear involves lowering pressures within the containment volume of the storage or transport cask. The fuel generates heat raising internal temperatures. However, the fuel rod cladding must not
Copyright © 2008 by ASME exceed its integrity temperature limit. Future experiments of a mock-up 8×8 BWR will be conducted at low pressures to simulate drying conditions. The experiments will use heater rods to simulate fuel rods. The current work uses thermal CFD simulations to predict the temperatures of the experiment. A two-dimensional finite volume mesh is constructed of the 8×8 BWR mock-up experiment. An enclosure wall temperature of 325°C is considered. Four pressure models are studied. The pressure models include atmospheric pressure (1 ATM), vacuum Fig. 8 Ratio of maximum to wall temperature difference versus heat load for 1ATM, 500 Pa, 500 Pa-T j , and Void models drying pressure with a continuum model (500 Pa) and a temperature jump model (500 Pa-T j ), and a a total vacuum model (Void) that neglects any conduction or convection effects in the cover gas. Temperature contours, gas speeds and peak rod to wall temperature differences are determined for a range of fuel heat generation rates.
Simulations show that natural convection does not have significant effects on heat transfer at both 1 ATM and when the pressure is lowered to 500 Pa. Moreover, flow speeds at low pressures are significantly lower when compared to the model at 1 ATM. This is because the density of the gas is much lower at 500 Pa, resulting in reduced buoyancy. In general, at a wall temperature of 325°C, radiative heat transfer dominates and conduction is present in the cover gas. Results show that adding a temperature jump on the walls at 500 Pa results in no significant increase in fluid motion.
Temperature profiles show that for air the temperature jump at individual gas/solid interfaces is small. However, the presence of many gas/solid interfaces within the 8×8 array results in a cumulative effect of the temperature jump which causes a measurable increase the total temperature difference in the domain.
A model that assumes a void with only radiative heat transfer at the wall, predicts maximum rod to wall temperature difference to be as much as 19.1% higher than a model at atmospheric pressure, whereas a model that considers a slip flow regime at 500 Pa predicts temperatures that are 7.0% higher. A low pressure model at 500 Pa with a continuum does not result in a significant increase in temperatures.
Results from these simulations will be compared to future experiments of an 8×8 heater rod array at low pressures. Experimental results will be used to benchmark the CFD code and establish the appropriate pressure model to use to predict heat transfer in rod arrays under vacuum drying condition. Copyright © 2008 by ASME
